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RnRMarketResearch.com adds “Cardiomyopathy - Pipeline Review, H1 2015” to its store. The report provides an overview of the Cardiomyopathy’s therapeutic pipeline.

Dallas, Texas (PRWEB) April 15, 2015 -- The report “Cardiomyopathy - Pipeline Review, H1 2015” provides comparative analysis on the therapeutic development for Cardiomyopathy. Cardiomyopathy, any cardiac disease process that results in heart failure due to a decrease in the pumping power of the heart or due to an impairment in the filling of the cardiac chambers. Types of Cardiomyopathy are ischemic, dilated, hypertrophic and restrictive Cardiomyopathy. The report strengthens R&D pipelines by identifying new targets and MOAs to produce first-in-class and best-in-class products. Complete report with TOC is available @ http://www.rnrmarketresearch.com/cardiomyopathy-pipeline-review-h1-2015-market-report.html.


Note*: Certain sections may be removed or altered based on the availability and relevance of data for the indicated disease.

Drug Profiles mentioned in this report are AdipoCell, ARRY-797, binimetinib, CAP-1002, Cyndacel-M, Drug for Cardiomyopathy, Drugs to Activate Nrf2 for Diabetic Cardiomyopathy, Gene Therapy for Cardiomyopathy, Gene therapy to Activate mSCF for Ischemic Cardiomyopathy, Gene Therapy to Activate Smad7 for Hypertensive Cardiomyopathy and Kidney Fibrosis, GLP-1, GS-6615, ixmyelocel-T, JR-100, LC-280126, Mesenchymal Stem Cells, MGN-9103, Monoclonal Antibodies for Cardiovascular Diseases, MYK-461, NI-301, NYK-1112, perhexilene maleate, Reclinbin Proten to Antagonize Interleukin-1 Receptor for Cardiomyopathy and Ischemia Reperfusion InjuryRefacell-DCM, Refacell-DCM, SHP-627, Small Molecule for Dilated Cardiomyopathy, Stempeucel and TRC-120038. Order a purchase copy of this report @ http://www.rnrmarketresearch.com/contacts/purchase?rname=356480. (This is a premium report priced at US$2000 for a single user License.)

110, Dec 17, 2013: Capricor Therapeutics Cleared to Begin Phase II Portion of ALLSTAR Clinical Trial with CAP-1002 in Patients Following Heart Attack
110, Sep 16, 2013: Aastrom Clinical Trial Application for Phase 2b ixCELL-DCM Study of ixmyelocel-T Approved in Canada
111 and Apr 19, 2013: Aastrom Biosciences Announces First Patients Treated In IxCELL-DCM Clinical Study Of Ixmyelocel-T
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